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Keeping up with orbit: Industry 4.0’s
solution for the ground segment

The space industry is going through a dramatic
overhaul; new players are stepping into the sector and
we’re seeing a vast number of changes in how it is being
used. Ambitious new stakeholders are delivering
sophisticated technologies, many of which boast smart
technologies such as autonomy and AI. The projected
numbers alone in low Earth orbit reflect how technology
is enabling unprecedented use of space.

With this huge acceleration of innovation within
space, the industry is now beginning to turn its attention
to the ground segment. The main communications
source between orbit and the ground is RF spectrum,
and the industry is realising the need to rethink the
ground segment in order to maintain high-quality
connections with new orbit tech. The need is clear:
Current methods available are not adequate for the
changing demands being introduced by the latest
technologies in-orbit. How can teleport operators
transform existing systems to guarantee that they are
capable of coping with shifting demands from the
newest ventures within space? Is Industry 4.0 tech the
answer?

Getting equipment right
Equipment is at the centre of RF infrastructures. To make
sure RF is managed correctly, teleport operators must
know that they are utilising equipment of a high enough
standard to send and receive signals without loss in
order to prevent it from causing transmission incidents.
Globally, sourcing and managing the right equipment
has been difficult; varying factors can result in poor
quality equipment being produced, including cost
focused approaches and a lack of standards and testing
at the point of manufacture. Transmission incidents are
often a result of poor and ill-suited equipment or
mismanagement of terminals by personnel. Radio
Frequency Interference (RFI) disrupts signals and can
directly impact upon end user services. Additionally, we
know that an RF incident can impact other terminals.
With increasing numbers in orbit, the ground segment
is set to become much busier in order to cope with the
demand and the resulting stakes will be high: One
transmission incident could disrupt multiple services.

Without the correct technology available, it is
challenging and costly to identify high-quality
equipment. Teleport operators do not intentionally
purchase equipment that is insufficient for the job,

Industry 4.0 is set to revolutionise the world,
with all aspects of everyday life being
touched. Satellite naturally has a major role
to play, but further innovation on the ground
segment is required to keep innovation
moving in the right direction.
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however, sourcing the right equipment is difficult -
especially for smaller terminal users because accessing
the correct testing facilities can be costly. As with all
businesses, cost factors hugely into decision making and
it is important that systems are established to ensure
that all teleport operators (including VSAT operators) are
able to either test at sourcing, or at least access industry
approved type approvals.

Knowing the importance of the ground segment, key
GEO satellite operators have already created the SOMAP
protocol which antenna manufacturers can follow in
order to meet compliance of SOMAP specifications. The
SOMAP framework consists of minimum antenna testing
and performance requirements and aims to allow
manufacturers to differentiate their products and help
assure quality services. Up until the introduction of
SOMAP in 2017, there was very little guidance available
for antenna manufacturers and poor quality equipment
was making its way through to the market. This guidance
is providing manufacturers with a set of structured and
clear standards which are improving the situation,
however there is still a need for antenna manufacturers
to have access to financially accessible testing methods
in order to deliver reassurance to potential customers.

How Industry 4.0 drone tech is delivering on teleport
quality
As Industry 4.0 arrives at the ground, there is a new
technology which is delivering solutions at the teleport
to respond to the high demands of the new in-orbit
ecosystem. Drone technology is providing ground
segment operators (both users of established teleports
and VSATs) as well as antenna manufacturers with an
innovative method to ensure that equipment is of a
suitable quality at sourcing and during use in-field. The
drone’s simulated satellite payload is able to test,
calibrate and measure the performance of satellite and
VSAT antennas by mimicking an orbital satellite. Drone
technology is perfectly suited to re-enacting the testing
environment as it has been developed to transmit and
receive RF signals whilst in the air above the ground
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station. Not having to access satellite services for testing
saves teleport operators both money and time allowing
for testing to be performed whenever required.

The lower costs associated with drone testing
methods are important when striving to increase
accessibility to testing services for those working at the
ground segment. This promotes both antenna
manufacturers as well as buyers of teleport systems to
deliver and procure products which are able to work at
the required accuracy. Not only does it assist operators
in antenna verification at sourcing, but it promotes
regular testing within the field, allowing users to track
antenna performance and adjust accordingly at a far
lower cost than associated with hiring a satellite
engineer. Beyond the current landscape, LEO satellites
will introduce specific requirements when delivering
services to antennas; redundancy and switching will be
key. Drone technology will improve both the cost and
operational efficiencies of the ground segment
throughout the LEO ground ecosystem.

Transforming service delivery with new methods of
in-field testing
VSATs have always faced challenges with RF
interference issues; the small apertures and wide beam
points need highly accurate setup and maintenance
which can be challenging when being utilised in remote
places or in comms-on-the-move. As with all terminals,
VSATs need regular testing and calibration to ensure
that they are working effectively and aren’t negatively
impacting on other satellite and RF services. Historically
this testing has been at a huge expense to operators;
for comms-on-the-move it has meant either laying on
dedicated flights or trips within the aviation and cruise/
maritime industries or sending satellite engineers to
ships in order to complete testing in a realistic
environment. In addition to the cost of testing itself, many
operators are then impacted by the cost of operational
downtime whilst testing.

Overhauling the in-field testing system is the only way
to increase its uptake and in turn improve the robustness
and accessibility of satcom services. Drone technology

can be utilised to offer a cost-effective solution for
comms-on-the move as it performs testing and
calibration to static vessels whilst replicating its
movement. Cost and operational efficiency is imperative
in ensuring that these terminals can be, and are, tested
regularly to maintain quality services, allowing
infrastructures (such as IoT) to be built around the robust
connectivity enabled by new drone testing technologies.

How the ground segment can keep up with space
Undeniably, space and satellite communications are
being revolutionised; emerging in-orbit technology is
pushing the boundaries of satcom and promising to
deliver pioneering services to end users. Therefore,
turning our attention to the ground and acknowledging
the crucial part it has to play within the communications
system is hugely important. We know that sourcing high-
quality equipment prevents RF transmission incidents
and improves the quality of services to end users.

Emerging drone tech at the ground segment is
offering an accurate and cheaper solution which can
enable both antenna manufacturers and teleport
operators to test the capabilities of antennas. We know
that spectrum is going to become increasingly busy, with
LEO and 5G creating fresh challenges and demanding
highly accurate management of RF signals. For satellite
communications to demonstrate its value, there is a
monumental need for highly accurate and robust
systems at the ground segment. Drone technology is
set to revolutionise the collection of measurements and
data, driving efficiencies and increasing new
opportunities in-orbit through providing agility and
dependability at the ground segment.
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